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Abstract

Urological cancer incidence is increasing worldwide and these cancers represent a big challenge
for both patients and physicians. Age is not only a risk factor for these cancers, but also
represents a very important feature to be evaluated for prognosis and in every decision-making
process, playing a crucial role for these patient’s management. As most aggressive tumor occur
in older patients, there are many other aspects to be considered in this population to find out the
best treatment option. Cancers in younger patients represent also a huge challenge for
clinicians, with very specific features, in particular about renal cancer. In addition to this, over
and under treatment of specific urological tumors can occur, with age being a key factor leading
to different treatment options. Other patient’s factors, like comorbidities and life expectancy also
play an important role in this setting an must be given full consideration.

With this paper, we wanted to underline the importance of age for the therapeutic decisions and
prognosis of patients affected by renal cell cancer, bladder cancer, upper urothelial tract cancer
and prostate cancer.
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Introduction

Urologic cancer burden has increased globally amid population growth and ageing. Each year,
about 2 million renal (RCC), bladder (BC) and prostate cancer (PCa) cases occurred worldwide,
increasing 2.5-fold since 1990. The majority of new cases in 2013 occurred in individuals aged 60
years old or older [1]. Until 60 years ago, children under 5 years of age were numerically more
than twice than people aged over 65. In the last 60 years, the trend has completely changed,
reversing this paradigm. Population ageing is expected also to increase even more in the next 50
years, due to the drop in fertility rates and the increases in life expectancy (Figure 1).

Figure 1: United Nations. World population prospects: the 2010 revision. Red line: people under
5 years of age; Blue line: people over 65 years of age; X-axis: date; Y-axis: percentage of general
population. 

Age represents not only a risk factor but a variable to keep in consideration in the screening or in
the diagnostic phases, and also in the developing of the most appropriate management, even if
it is not always considered in prognostic models or nomograms that are routinely used. Not only
chronological age but also comorbidities and Performance Status (PS) should be considered in
planning any kind of diagnostic or therapeutic procedure [2]. 

Under a biological point of view, the same cellular dysfunctional mechanisms characterizing the
aging process, such as accumulation of genetic and epigenetic changes, the diminishing of
telomere length, the progressive disruption of mechanisms for DNA damage repair, loss of
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glucose metabolism regulation and cell cycle control, have been found to be involved, with
different level of evidence, in carcinogenesis [3]. 

As the life expectancy grows, it becomes more evident that older persons bear the majority of
cancer burden; on the other hand, the count of comorbid conditions increases with advancing
age among general oncology patients [4]. 

Patient-related factors like age, Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) or Eastern Cooperative
Oncology Group (ECOG) score should be the more significant and reliable contributors to
decision-making process predicting Overall Survival (OS) for most malignancies, including PCa,
RCC and BC [5-7]. 

To date, correct life expectancy estimation and competing risk evaluation is not well
characterized with an increasing quote of frail patients exposed to the risk of overtreatment and
another quote of healthy aged people exposed to the undertreatment risk. 

The aim of this narrative review is to underline the role of age in the more common urological
malignancies, its prognostic significance and its weight on the therapeutic choices.

Materials and Methods

Literature review was performed in January-February 2020, no temporal limits were adopted.
Studies were identified on Pubmed, Scopus and Web of Science with the following keywords:
“age”, “lifetime risk”, “age of onset”, “competing risk”, and “renal cell cancer”, “bladder
cancer”, “upper tract urothelial cancer”, “prostate cancer”. All the retrieved items were screened
with the purpose to identify papers reporting on age role in urological diseases. The research
was extended to any pertinent issue on this topic.

Discussion

Renal cancer

Kidney cancer is the ninth most commonly occurring cancer in men and the 14th most commonly
occurring cancer in women. There were over 400,000 new cases in 2018. The average age at
diagnosis is 64 years old. The gold standard therapy for renal cancer is radical surgery. 

There are various prognostic factors in RCC, but the most popular prognostic models for
prediction of Cancer Specific Mortality (CSM) do not include age [8-10]. Recently, a preoperative
prognostic model based on age, symptoms, and TNM staging (Tumor-Nodes-Metastasis) has
been validated from big multicentre international database, and age results highly statistically
significant predictor of Cancer Specific Survival (CSS) at univariate analysis [11]. In renal cancer,
survival is very high (up to 90% of 5-y CSS) in Stage I and II disease (T1 or T2), while it drops to
about 64% in stage III disease (T3 or N1) and to 11% in stage IV disease (T4 or M1) [12].

Age in RCC was investigated in different topics. It was supposed that RCC arising in young adults
could be more symptomatic and potentially aggressive; but in the elderly population there is an
increasing number of tumours detected incidentally, hypothesizing a potential indolent
behaviour for their typical slow growth rate. The results of historical series addressing these
issues are not conclusive, some Authors didn’t recognize changes in prognosis for different ages
of onset, with poor variability about histopathological subtype, nodal status or presence of
metastasis at presentation [13,14]. Gillet et al reported better but not significantly different 5
and 10 years CSS for younger versus older RCC patient [15]. Sanchez-Ortiz et al observed less
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advanced stages at the diagnosis but a surprisingly more frequent lymphnode involvement in
the young population group who, however, had a better survival than the older group [16]. 

In literature, early onset RCC is described in 4-7.5% of adults under 40 years old, and many case
series seem to confirm less aggressive cancers with a lower stage and grade at presentation and
a better prognosis. Verhoest et al reported about 300 early onset RCC and analysed difference in
clinical presentation and survival between younger patients group (under 40 years old) and older
groups. They described a better CSS for the early onset RCC with a lower tumour stage and
grade, and a more balanced male/female ratio in this group [17]. 

In a large French multicentre database, Authors reported better CSS and Progression Free
Survival (PFS), lower stage and lower male:female ratio in population under 40: differently from
the previous cited evidences, the proportion of papillary RCC (pRCC) was higher than clear cell
RCC (ccRCC) and chromophobe RCC (chRCC) [18]. Also in the database by Verohest et al, both
chRCC and pRCC were more frequent in the early onset cancers, ccRCC became more frequent
in the older population [17]. 

Denzinger et al investigated the different clinical pathological features of two series of RCC,
under 45 and over 75 years old, describing lower stage and grade in the younger group, with
chRCC more frequent in the older group; young age emerged as independent predictor of better
survival [19]. 

Cai et al found 45 years of age was the optimal cut-off point that maximizes the predictive value
of age on the CSS and confirmed on multivariate competing risk regression analysis the age
under 45 years old as an independent prognostic factor for better CSS [20]. 

In the Small Renal Masses (SRMs) subset, similar results indicate a better Recurrence Free
Survival (RFS) after surgery in the young patients (<40 years old) with a lower grade and a lower
stage at presentation [21]. In this setting, Active Surveillance (AS) is based on the evidence of
the lower RCC specific mortality in elderly and frail population, because of significant competing
Other Cause Mortality (OCM).  

There is also an important impact on Quality of Life (QoL): in elderly population, active
treatment, even if invasive, led to a physical health benefit, while AS could led to depression or
anxiety [22]. However, Sun et al reported higher Cancer Specific Mortality (CSM) rates in more
advanced patient age with more detrimental effect on the stage I disease, being unexpectedly
less evident for stages II-IV [11,23]. 

Thus, a possible undertreatment has to be considered in this population, in which the potential
for curative disease management should not be denied; on the other hand, the risk of
overtreatment is to be considered much more relying on comorbidities or performance status
instead of just age.

Why renal tumours in elderly seem more aggressive still remains unclear, a hypothetical reason
could be a better tumour control in the young people owing a superior immunological response
or better immunological tumour-host response than the older and frail population in which
“immune-senescence” could allow a more aggressive tumour development [19,21]. 

Metastatic RCC (mRCC) is a completely different clinical situation, where several prognostic
factors are recognized and used for mRCC, and most predictive models like the Memorian Sloan
Kettering Cancer Centre (MSKCC) don’t include age. However, some evidences support age as a
prognostic factor in this patient’s subset. Song et al found that age and BMI were independent
adverse prognostic factors in mRCC: median survival of patient aged <45 years old was half than
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the >45 years old [24]. Zhang et al found people <65 years old receiving sorafenib or sunitinib
as first line therapy in mRCC had shorter PFS and shorter OS than elderly patients [25].
Conversely, Pal et al found lower median survival in elderly patients than in the younger (12.5 vs.
26.4 months), as the firsts seem more prone to discontinue therapy. Probably, elderly in many
cases receive few lines of systemic therapies and discontinue them for comorbidity or toxicity
[26]. 

Bladder cancer

Bladder cancer is the sixth most commonly occurring cancer in men and the 17th most commonly
occurring cancer in women. There were almost 550,000 new cases in 2018. The average age of
people when they are diagnosed is 73. BC is primarily considered a disease of the middle-aged
and elderly with a typical high male/female ratio. The increasing age is now widely accepted as a
strong and independent risk factor of BC, and the two most important prognostic scores (EORTC
and CUETO) include age at diagnosis. 

The prognosis between the younger patients and their elderly counterparts is controversial, as
well as the definition of young BC patients. Some studies defined the young BC patients as less
than 40 years, while in other studies a threshold cut off age 70 also was used [27-29]. 

Even if rare, BC could present also in paediatric age and in adolescence with a better clinical
outcome and a lower rate of disease recurrence, at least until the 19 years old, after this cut-off
BC behaviour replicates the adult one [30]. The better survival of younger patients is explained
by the better overall function, faster postoperative recovery and the higher tolerance to more
aggressive and toxic therapies. These issues are challenging in the management of both non-
muscle invasive BC (NMIBC) and muscle invasive BC (MIBC).

In NMIBC, patient’s age could influence the response to intravesical therapies, conditioning
prognostic outcomes like tumour recurrence or progression. BCG (Bacillus Calmette-Guérin)
therapy requires a competent immune system, the elderly people may not respond adequately
to the treatment and moreover be exposed to more serious side effects. Despite guidelines
recommendations, only 25% of eligible patients undergoes BCG immunotherapy: very often frail,
comorbid and elderly patients are undertreated because are considered at high risk of serious
complications [31]. Herr et al reported no statistically significant differences in terms of initial
response to BCG therapy between younger and older patients, but at five years 37% of patients
younger than 70 years old were disease-free compared to 27% of older patients [32].
Investigating age influence on BCG response, Yuge et al evaluated 447 non-invasive high grade
BC and although they didn’t find age to be an independent predictor of tumour recurrence they
showed that patient 55-64 years old were continuously tumour-free than patients aged 75 or
more [33]. Conversely Mulders et al found age having no association with prognosis in a
multivariate analysis even if the age cut off was set at 65 years [34]. BCG serious complications
are well described in the elderly, but a clear relationship with age is not proven [35]. 

Heiner et al reported an association between age and side effects of intravesical BCG with about
three-fold higher rate of complications in the group over 70 years old; the elderly had also worse
response to therapy [36]. 

In MIBC, the critical point is the possible necessity of a major surgical procedure like Radical
Cystectomy (RC), its related risks should be weighted on the real survival benefit and on
symptoms relief, particularly in elderly population. So, age again represents one of the key
factors that might move the surgeon between whether to operate the patient or not. Young
patients surely show the best profile of tolerability and the lowest risk class for surgery bearing
better oncologic outcomes. Feng et al reported young patients under 50 with BC appear to have
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a higher CSS after surgery, compared to the elderly [37]. Resorlu et al reviewed about 250 BC
patients who underwent RC finding a significant association between age and more advanced
stage, with adverse clinical and pathological features and poorer cancer specific outcomes [27]. 

Historical series didn’t show age to be an independent predictor of survival, but more recent
series found an increased risk of extravescical disease, disease recurrence, poorer cancer
specific outcomes and survival for older patients, as reported by Nielsen et al [27,38,39]. Koppie
et al determined the association between age and comorbidity on OS and CSS after RC on about
1120 patients, showing CSS seems similar between older and younger patients [40]. Novotny et
al investigated the efficacy of the most common scores and classification together with age to
estimate the 90 days perioperative risk in about 1000 BC patient undergoing RC. In addition to
age and CCI, they found ASA (American Society of Anesthesiology) classification as a suitable
classification in patients selected for RC; all of these were independent predictors of
perioperative mortality [41]. Weizer et al reported that PS was an independent predictor of OS on
patients aged ≥ 70 years presenting with non-metastatic MIBC, confirming also that in many
elderly patients with a good PS, radical surgery offers the best disease control [42]. Increased
risk of advanced stage and poor CSS among the elderly could also be due to a generalized
reluctance to treat these patients with major surgery causing a delay in treatment decision,
particularly in smaller and low volume centres [43]. 

Upper urinary tract carcinoma (UTUC)

UTUC has an estimated annual incidence of 1-2 cases per 100,000, and the mean age at
diagnosis increased over the last three decades from 68 to 73 years [44]. 

UTUC is a rare disease and it is challenging to generate high level evidences regarding
prognostic factors and risk stratification. TNM staging is similar to bladder cancer, including
subepithelial connective tissue invasion (T1), muscular invasion (T2), peripelvic/periureteric fat
invasion (T3) and other organs invasion (T4); lymph node invasion is another big negative
prognostic factor. Moreover, UTUC still represent an aggressive malignancy with high recurrence
and progression rate. Rouprêt et al found that age was not associated to intravesical recurrence
while was significantly associated to PFS, CSS and to OS [45]. Conversely, Elenkov and al failed
to find significant relationship with age stressing role of pathological factors and mainly
lymphovascular invasion [46]. 

Krabbe et al reported a classification accuracy of 72.8% for their optimized nomogram including
age, stage, grade and tumour architecture. They identified 4 risk groups (low, intermediate, high
and very high risk) with the highest relapse rate observed in lower age at RNU with higher pT/pN
stages and sessile tumour architecture [47]. 

Shariat et al evaluated how age affects the indications and outcomes of radical
nephroureterectomy (RNU) as the effectiveness and relative use of RNU in the subgroup of older
patients remain controversial [48]. 

Elderly patients were less likely to undergo lymphadenectomy or receive postoperative
chemotherapy for advanced stage disease as similarly previously reported for BC [40,49]. 

They concluded that being older at the time of RNU was associated to a decrease in survival
hypothesizing a potential change in tumour biological behaviour and an impaired immunological
defence mechanism; interestingly the rate of high stage tumor increased with age. Alternatively,
a suboptimal use of RNU or lymphadenectomy or adjuvant chemotherapy can lead to an
impaired effect on survival for elderly group [48]. 
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Prostate Cancer (PCa)

PCa is the second most commonly occurring cancer in men (but the most common in men aged
70 or more) and the fourth most commonly occurring cancer overall. There were 1.3 million new
cases in 2018, and PCa is considered one of the most exemplifying case of strict relationship
between malignancy and age. Age represent one of the best recognized risk factor for PCa but
the independent impact of age on PCa specific survival has not been well established, however,
age has been included in most prognostic nomograms. There are controversial data regarding
the relationship between age of onset and PCa behaviour; in several series, younger age of onset
has been correlated with more aggressive tumours and higher CSM, in other reports survival
rates seem to be equivalent or superior in younger patients. Other studies describe a higher
incidence of higher grades and advanced stage of presentation in the elderly. The importance of
age in PCa biological features remains unclear; but it seems incorrect to advocate that elderly
patients do not need curative treatments basing on the misperception that these tumours may
be less aggressive [4,50]. 

PCa is treated with different approaches, like radical prostatectomy, radiotherapy, ormonal
therapy and chemotherapy, depending on grade and stage of the cancer, being the first two the
best approaches for localized disease. In this setting, age might be strongly considered when
deciding to perform surgery or not, having radical prostatectomy side effects that are heavier in
elderly people. 

Age and PSA value are considered both main characters in the evaluation of PCa risk and were
gathered in many nomograms created to increase PSA performances [51,52]. 

In young males, evaluating PSA for early PCa detection might be offered in a risk adapted
strategy, but overdiagnosis and overtreatment still represent two big issues. Despite
recommendations discouraging PSA based screening, a significant proportion of men with limited
life expectancy continues to be screened for PCa [53,54]. In these men, OCM must be accurately
examined, cardiovascular morbidity is the main factor to be considered as it represents a
consistent risk of mortality in PCa patients but on the other hand, life expectancy continues to
increase [55,56]. 

To date, many insignificant lesions do not require any active treatment: in elderly, the strategies
should be balanced between harms and benefits avoiding overtreatment and overdiagnosis in a
comorbid and frail population. Nevertheless, a 71% of PCa related deaths occurs in men aged
>75 years in the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Result Program (SEER) database with a
higher incidence of advanced and metastatic disease. Despite this, the risk of undertreatment is
a concern in western countries; and 41% of men aged >75 years old received curative treatment
for intermediate and high risk PCa. 

MacKintosh et al recently examined the Veteran Affairs database on 230000 men aged 50-89
years to evaluate the relation between PSA and age prior to PCa diagnosis and 10-year CSM.
They calculated CSM for each combination of age and PSA value, and observed that 1.2 years of
age had approximately the same influence of 1.0 unit of PSA. PSA and age were both strong
independent predictors of PCa specific death and were more predictive in combination,
underlining the risk of underestimating the potential harms of PCa in the elderly population
overrating the competing risk mortality [57]. 

Despite the increased prevalence in the elderly, recommendations against screening in men
older than 75 are based on studies on younger patients irrespective of comorbidities and health
status. Reports have found a high prevalence of both undertreatment and overtreatment in
elderly patients, so age represents a source of disparity in treatment offer and clinical trial
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recruitment too [58-61]. Many evidences do support the use of surgery or radiotherapy in
carefully selected patients older than 75 or 80 years old with high risk diseases [62,63]. 

However, a big volume of literature stressed the opposite point of view in which a lot of men with
limited life expectancies are unlikely to benefit from PCa screening, biopsy, early disease
detection and finally therapy. Many other basic factors should be considered, particularly
comorbidity and PCa class risk to give the more accurate prognostic information. Bechis et al
confirmed the increased likelihood of high risk PCa in elderly, and a substantial variation in
treatment based on age more than PCa risk class with a sensible reduction of active treatments
in this group. In the group of elderly patients receiving active treatments mortality was observed
compared impressive 50% reduction in risk-adjusted mortality compared with same age cohort
receiving watchful waiting or antiandrogen therapy; so the underuse of active treatment
modalities in these patients explain the higher CSM [64].  

From another point of view, in the elderly the effect of therapies and the weight of CSM could be
reduced by their reduced life expectancy and the impaired tolerance to cancer related
treatments effects. Briganti et al considered about 6000 patients undergoing radical
prostatectomy and pelvic node dissection for high risk PCa, stratifying four age classes using 5
years intervals and reporting individual CCI. Older age and presence of comorbidities were
significantly associated with OCM. The younger group with multiple risk factors and no
comorbidities represent the group with higher CSM, but similarly among older patients with no
comorbidities CSM had a comparable impact. However, OCM represented the leading cause of
death in all age groups except for only younger individuals (≤ 59 years). Increasing age and CCI
were associated with increasing OCM rates irrespective of PCa risk factors [56]. 

Recently Lunardi et al. focused on the influence of age and comorbidities on PCa active
management and the risk of over and undertreatment. They randomized 600 patients stratifying
them per PCa risk classes and CCI and defining over and undertreatment using a threshold of 10
years’ life expectancy [65]. They found about 25% of patients were in a situation of potential
overtreatment, with 36 young patients undergoing active treatment while they were suitable to
AS. Conversely, a 37.8% undertreatment rate was observed among patients who underwent non-
curative approaches. The bigger concern was on the latter, as age more than CCI drove
treatment decision emphasizing that comorbidity status is not properly considered in life
expectancy assessment. Effectively, chronological age still represent the main decisive factor,
not considering real individual health status overestimating life expectancy in comorbid patients
and underestimating it in older patients without significant associated morbidities. To date, there
is still no generally accepted tool for predicting mortality risk in PCa patients.

Conclusion

For all urological malignancies, age represents a key point from a prognostic point of view and is
a main factor to be considered in all therapeutic decision-making processes. Age seems to have
conflicting significance, probably a protective role is present in younger patients, where most
malignancies seem to show less aggressive behaviour. Also, possible delays in the surgical
management, a reluctance from the clinicians to apply invasive management with relative risk in
a frail population, and a more aggressive cancer biology may be the reason that can explain
worse prognosis in the older population.

Comorbidity status is very important too, as it allows a better evaluation of risks in the
perioperative period and provides more exhaustive information on oncologic outcomes.
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Multiple biases may be due to the retrospective nature of almost all studies, and to big variability
in the consideration of life expectancy and lifetable application too. These parameters could help
more than chronological age in the decision-making process of all the malignancies we
considered, in which the estimation of OCM and competitive risk mortality should be mandatory. 

Age, comorbid illness and lifetables must be integrated in treatment decisions and should be
considered in researches in a rational and quantifiable way, without forgetting the need of a
tailored approach in more controversial cases.
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